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CsAingStrategies_forAmong.
Institutional Researchers

Anxiety, worry, frustration, boreddm, fatigue, stress, burnout* etc.,

etc., etc.

-been with

are all terms that describe:physical/emotional conditions which have

ui for a long time but which have only became "popular" phenomena
e

,

recently. Fortunately for today's manager or worker, job stress is becoming

widely recognized, and there is some hope that we may be able to,alieviate some

dove read'of peofile'"retirj,pg"of the mbre negative aspects of it, , Too af ten

on the job or of the hurned-out school teacher,

4

Social wbrker, or policeman who

jlist c0uld not take it gny longer; People are the most important ;psource of

:
many organizations an& certainly each of us is quite-lmportant to ourselves as

,

a well, whole, and healthy human being, Why, then, db we subject ourselves

?ft *ft

to the tensions we a ll face.whils forever vowing that everything is fine!

Stress is ihe focus of this bqefliiper with specific focUs on.jobStress

among institutional researchers, While the underlying feeling ambng persons

who are newly introduced to the perils'of-too much-stress is'often that all

stress is to be avoided, this is not true since controlled stress Otn be a

powerful motivator to'many people. Therefo;e, as the title suggests, this

paper,wili, focus

it entirely. As we shall see later, stress cannOt be avoided so it is important

on managing or coping with stress rather than on.eliiinating

that we learn to live with it under conditions which we choose. Even high stress.

which is,normally associated With unexpedted heart attacks or .similar undesirable

side effects can be beneficial for us,iffwe ate able to reduce the stress tp;'

a more'norMal 19vel in a relatively short P6riod of time. Coping and managing.,

stress are the answers to the burnout question, and this paper is4aimed in that
oft

Affection.

$t
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Viet is Stress's?. k

From a Ohysiolegical perspective, which is the proper.one for successful

-
stress management, stress is our "Physical reaction to a bodily-threat" (McCall, 1983).

Primitive men and women were designed to react quickly and radically.to stressful
.%

. . . . .. .

. situations which were likely.for theist to be life threatening. Fight or flight
.-

. ..

were the alternatives available to our early forebear* and the physical manifes-

ta%ions were a quickened heart beat to pump fresh blood and oxygen throughout the

body, short rapid breaths of air to0=ing in th4 oxygen, dilated pupil* to enable

;better vision, 'tensing of muscles for action, and general heightening of all

,seuses. 'What stopped inside our bodies to permit us to make these other changes

were digestion and perhaps, higher level thought 'processea (reason).

While modern life for the most part has relieved mankind of daily fears.
.

a

for his very mortality, our bodies have not adapted.to the differences around us.

Weryaarely do we face life-threatening 4tuations but we react the same anyway34

Think back to thelast,time you were nearly forced off the road by a loassing

truck or"Lwhen You almost hit the,kid on the bicycle.whO darted in front of You

from an alley. Weren't your phYaical reactions simile* to the early cavemans

shortness of/breath7coming in quick gasps, Muscle tenseness, heightened awareness

, through your senses, etc.

In ainalar fashion we basically Confront all difficult 10. threatening

situations with these physical changes in our bodies despite the fact that

, physical response -- fight or flight -- is rarely necessary. I am reminded, if

the reader will permit a momentary digresilon, of one time when I was extremely

frustrated and angered by my boss. My initial ieaction uponattaining the

sanctity of my own office was strong language and imaginary threats ?fighting)

which rapidly became the need to get out and walk off my anger (flight). Perhaps

we are not as far from the caves as we like to think.
11**

In considering, then just what this thing called stress is; we bust realize-
4'

p.
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that'our everyday environment prompts physical reactions from us automatically.
,. :i4

, t , ' ,

'Whether we see i loose liOd>*Unninvtowards us ot reCilve a. smashing kiss'froM
,,

q-1.1,\-

., ',. ,

- a member of the-opposite sex, pur bodies react and thisris strew!, Obviously,,
.

.

*
,

not all stress arises fiom bad situations and, contrary ii!' what popular beliefs
,

!..-

4,

may tell us, not all stress is badP,,Tor us.(N,C. Memorial Hospital 1.982).' Stress

.

is, in fact, vey 1mportant4o our ability to change and.Ao adapt to different

circumstances anI environments'. Without streSawe would not,knoW:te,sweat (perspire

when wemare hot or:to shiver and get goose bumps*hen *we arecold. 4rese in and ,

of itSelf is not harmful, but it can be harmful if we%do notJearn how'iOrecover.

from its immediate.effects on our bodies.

'
t

Before n.moving,on to cosider particular sources of Stress Tor institutional
,

fesearchers and other uaiversity managers, let us retuMfor a-moment to the
,.,.- ..

.,

idea that a."smashing kiss" is stressful. Most of4, at'least intUtively,

would say that a kisé is one Of life'S delights and not at all streisfUl unless,
7 l, ..;i

of course,. one IS caught kissing theWrong-person perhaps. StresS, hoWever, dotS'
.

:',
-,v _-,

..:

not differentiate between gooeand bad sources - the Medical terms are eustress
_

for the kiss (good stress). and,distress fdr.the had or usual streas (Selye,

and our bodies tend to have the same physical responses. For that reason'afid,to

emphasize the previous* mentioned point that we catinot av614 stress totally, we,

need to realize that stress comes from a variety of sdnices etd that the cumulatIve

effect, even including eustress is a danger to us.

Sources of Stress Among Institutional Researchers

Despite our usual reputation among College and university administrative

circles eor being,fearless, bold, and nearly impervious to hsrm, institUtional

researchers are.subject to the same sources of stress as other, less perfect

human beings. Befpre considering our own special sources of stress, then, wo.,

shall spend a fewlaragraphs on these more mundane sources simply because most-
.,
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pnot. realize Ate possible scope of the problem.

all,Stetie4ffecis us and is cumulative.. There is no such thing
-.7,

'1
.

o '...

.
.

asAbb striae:Separate from fathily stress or money stress separate from itarital ,

..
.

5,-!.,,:7.

stress. All Stress ii releVani%to us at all times and'the person who is pethaps
...

. ;.+-. ,'

most open to the harmful effects of stress ts precisely-the One whetends to,,deny.
v 0

stress:in one'part of.hig/her lifivhil e. doing another part; for instance, the

. ,

officeyorker who refuses to discuss anc,alcdholit 'spouse or'terminalky ill pareat.
)

Such pepple often believe that they are ecting properly and that theY are protect-
, . .

1

ing their.workplace by.leaviai arSonal issdes at home. In fact, however, they
,

nay 1e doinvserious damage to themselves and.through them to their organization

because stress cannot be ignored.

, Stregs eiOng.institutionai researchers comes from all things; ."if it was

nenorable WOas stressful;" (N.C. MeMoriallioseital, 1982! 31) captures the idea
H

4. 4

well. We all,realize the normal events which cause stress death in the .1/

family, losisg one's job, getting a divorce, moving to a different community, etc. --

bet we also nmst acknowledge the other events which introduce stress into our
A

lives,, and strese which we nmst handle.' Such stresSful events are major holidays,

or vacations, a promotion at_wOrk, borrowing money, family squabbles, a change is
#

one's boss, etc. The important thing is not:that we list all the possible sources

of.siress or that we be able"to add them Op Via numerical coeff1cients Or weights;

,rather, the ittiportani thinvis recognition of"the stress and masaging our lives

sa As todissipate'-the, physical effeas.

Turning now to particular types;of stress for institutional researchers, there
1

are two areas which.deberVe mention. First is what I shall term the Coordinatton

, Syndrome which doeernot 'refer to oUr inability to rub our tUmmies with one hand

while patting the top of our heads with the other hind. Coordination Syndrome,

rather,-refers to the4ndeney for.insAitutional researchers to work with and*

depend. upon a nUmber of other persons and dffices without having any direct control
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.

saver them. .ior ex'llple; any st dy of students reqUires approval vr at least
.

'recognition by the Rreistrarjcand if one is 4ependent,upan the.Registrar's staff
.

for directly compiling the data, then the study saist sit and wit until the

Registrar so'orders. Now, the intention is not to paint our coheagues as
k .

unreasonable ogfes who thrive on thwarting our worki but it is true that we

cannot, generally, order anyone to do anything for us. In fact the success

which institutional researchers achieve in their fobs is often directly related
4

to their ability to 10t alopg with others and to convince others to work for or
,

with them voluntarily.

.Using another office, student financial aid, as an example of control rathef
,

.

than' coordination, the directorof student aid after being asked for same vltal

statistics by the college president eifher drops whet he or she is doing or tells.
r ,

.

(he-staff t8'Sibp what they.are doing and gather,the number, for the president.
. ,

That is Control. If on the other hand the president called the institutional
, .

research office with a need for student_aid data, then the institutional researcher

must call,the Arector of student aid and request the 'data. That is coordination
,

ih simpliffnd fashion. /.

In terms of stress the Coordination Syndrome represents uncertainty, anxiety,

and Untoldfuture ulcers.for the harried institutional researcher. Occasionally

people wonder why institutional researchers are to data/information like magnets

1
pre to iron filings, and the simple.answer As that the more data we have under

our immediate control, the less we have to depend upon others to do our job. I

have'often seen my boss poring over old, dusty printouts into the wee hours of

the 'morning because she preferred to get the data herself than to hayelto ask our

-computer staff for a special run which would have prompted bad feelings, excuses,

and possibly a missed deadline., In short, the Coordination Syndrome reflects our

heavy dependence on others to do our job.

The other sPeCial atress area close to the heart of institutional researchers

//
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is what-one may.4al, Effective Invisibility. To put this into simple, clear

terms, institutionkl research is best practiced behind the scenes underthe

)guise of neutrality with iittWexternal visibility and the result, in addition

tio doing the job well, i .little extrinsic recognition. We all enjoy doing a

good,joband while it is-not necessary that our work-always be recognized and

-..
f

rewarded it is nice occaaionally to get a nice'public pat on the back,.- 4infortu-
,

nately'sincelag are all-busy and since we hate.to ask for pats on the bck1 most
/ ,

ft

Of us merely continue busting our tails to do a good job and then fume about the
4

#

resulting lack of recognition or we "retire on the job" figuring that if people

, 4

Vantqd Us to work bard, they would have rewarded us for doilig that.
**M7

.

.

Effeptive Invisibility, though, cannot be claimed as the sole province of

institutional research because lack of recognition for work well done is a w1de7
.

4

spread cause of stress throughout the world. Institutional reaearchera do face

some problems in thia area, becauie ok the nature Of their work, which tend to

heighten #41.0.stress under which they must operate. Our work often involvea'sensi-

tive data,
:1/4

riconcerns ,highli emotional isueis, and requires considerable invesiment

-
on our part to collect, analyze, and report the data without preSudice or publicity.

To summarize ails section Of the paper, the reader should recall that stress

-
from all sOurces is cumulative and cannot be ignored for part of the working day;

that everything important in our lives causea stress even If it is very pleasant;

and that institutional researchers may be particularly sensitive to stress because'

of the Coordination Syndrome ana EffeCtive Invisibility.

Results of htreas
4

Olcayi now that you are under cossiderable stress wondering how harmful stress

really is, you are probably ready for-some answers to the problem. Be patient for

a little while lohger though, while we explore the results of stresS and then we

shall look at hagdling stress. 4
V

0
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Physically, excess stress causes "chronic fatigue, lowenergy, headaches,

1
muscle tension, and'susceptibility to sickness, with frequent attacks of virus

'and flu. Wearinesaplagues the day, insomnia the night. There-is stroag tempts-
,

-
tion to try,quick fixes: alcohol, heavy smoking, drugs, tranquilizers, and over-

eating" 1Wakin, 1983: 43). Psychologically and emotionally, prolonged and severe

stress leads to feelings of'depreesion,,apathy,guilt, hopelessness, boredom, and

pessimism; to negative attitudes about one's work, coworkers, friends, and family;

to poor work on the job and increased absenteeism; and to loss of self-confidence

(4aher,._1483).

In the,common vernacular, stress which hae reached the point of being,
. -A

chaKacterized by the preceding symptoms, is known as burn ut.

For the burnou
activity. Jus
is a chore and
effort. it's
attend meeting
out works hard
faces the seri
by a quick fiX

, breakdown.

victim, work becomes a treadmill, a pointless
getting up in the morning and going tdtpork
once there, getting anything done is a major
ifficult to pay attention, return phone calls,
or carry out assignments. One who has burned ,

r and longer, yet gets less done. ,Finally, he
usdanger of becoming'immobilized by sickness,
(such as hesvY drinking) or by psychological

(Wakin, 1983: 43)

,

Severe stress leads to burnout, and burnout is a serious physical and psychological

afflictionwhich0.fortunately, can be avoided. And, that brings us to the final

, section on managini stress.

Coping with Stress and Avoiding Burnoat

common notion on how to avOid stress can& termed the beer,and hammock

reflex (N.C. )4moria1 Hospital, 1982) but these props offer no guarantee for

reducing stress in our lives. Wre-all know of people whOwork harder atrelaxing
4

than-in the office so it is'quite posetble to spend lots of:time in the hammock

without lowering one's stress-induced tensions at all. GiMmicks are readily available

in all parta.of,our lives as the,easy way to doanything but gimmicks are not

1 0
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the ansvier. Stress builds up over time as a result of oui way of life and the

way im actvpositive ehange.can only come in similar fashion slowly:and

through real differendes in our life.

-0 .

Relaxation is of great value in making us feel better, in refreihing us

for more and-'hetter work, and in helpingus manage stress.; Yet, relaxation Mist
-4

. .

be apkoached with a serious though not neceisarily-comperitiie attitude because
o

i
it is more than fun; it is, in fact, vitally important-to us. Three,rules come

. - ;

.to mind to guide our pursuit of,relaxation: 1) choose sol!iething you reAlly enjoy

and not sc5MAting your friends, spouse, or coworkers urge you to try; 2),do no,

be afraid to try new and different things; and 3) remember that relaxation and.
,

not the actiliity itself is the ultimate aim (Public Health Service,/ 978).

LSince relaxation fs not thetotal ahswer; we must also learnli manage stress

in our work. As institUtional researchers we may not always f* that we have a .

great deal of contiol oVer our liveS 7- we cannot ignore wt degdfine just-because
f

it is stressful -- but there.are things we can do to,altf_.our own perspective on

our work' and its ability to cause.atress. McCall (1983') liits five,stept for

,,moving stress.to success it the workplace.
4

First, e positive mrtal attitude is a mdst. For the most part, we are not
s

being persecuted by oihers, we'are loved by pur loved ones, and the world is not

against.us. Likewise we need to have oui own limits or rights which even we

respect yes,
r 1

that it is okay
$ 4 4P

better.job with

so often. People, generall:y, have little respect or appreciation for someone who

has none for lasselror herself.

that's right -- respect yourself and your own abilities. Believe

to say no occasionally to others' demands so that you can do a

your current task or so that you can stop to smell the roaes every

Second, view unpleasant circumtances in your job, family, church, etc. as
w

teal opportunittes zather than as *eats. Not every cloud does have a silver

but`there ate more hidden smiles out there than we often expect.
^

44
. 1 1

4
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4

Third, .practice whnt ACall calls "damage contror_nbich la, as be.so

skillfully phrased it,.change ñat you' caa, accept what /au can't, and learn

to know the difference.between them - quickly. -.In short spend your efforts

where results are likely'and skip agjthing oVer things beyond coatrol. Damage

control, however,- must not be-confused. with another administrati:vistritegy iermed,

. a ,

C.Y.A. or cover your poiterior. C.Y.A.As ipurely defensiVe ploy ,Abile,damage

-

control can be used to take the offenisive in'workinglor positive change. We.

all need to be.concerned about our posil*riots, nevertheless, zt exceisive.worr/ing

dops not guarantee better protection; a
I. P 0

Fourth, pqrsons working to manage itress aust have positiVe goals and no;

just "do things" to get through the day. As was metitiofied4warlier,.ane symhon

,bf stress ierwolicing harder aria'harder whiloaccomplishing And less.. By'

/focuaing on-those things most importint to our work or öther ictivity, we avoid
t

the stress-relnted chicken without a head syndrome.

FIfth and finally, McCall urges ue to train ourselves.to choose betwee6

'positive objectives rather.that,to always see things as gpod or bad. This relates*
%

446

.backEpoth to the importance, of a pcsitive mental attitude and ta the need to.see

unpleasanties as challeaging opplvtunities, but-itaddt a newtdimension. One can

41,

see positive objectives, oftentimes, by,looking beyondthe immediate task to the

goal or aim which lies ahead, 'For instance, your business vice president asks for

cOst per credit hoer figures in six disc4plines Across the campus. While your

initial reaction may nct be too positive, you may "begin to see the request in a

more favorable light when you realize that this is but a step towards A:goal which

you may have been seeking - learning more about Campus fiscal affairs.

Conclusion

Three things deserve brief mention in summary. One, stress Is ieel and cen

become a very 'serious affliction. just because institutional rnsearcters are -

4
. 4
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part, of th "Ilery Tower" where getress is, much less 'than in the "real" world

,

0' business, is no reason for us to ignore the dangers of stress and burnout.
-

Two stress comes at us from all aingles'and it all situations. Me cannot
4

ignore family stress during working helms anymdrelhan we,leav.e job0 tensiohs.

at the,office.

'Three, et

'

be aveidedl it must bemanaged.: Stress is' net inherently'

for u6 and,.as was mentioned, it s quite importailt to us in ,adapting to

change. But,,uncontrolled and unrelieved, prolonged stress is a killer

live with tress and llve longer.

4

e

Learn:
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